About ACM Multimedia 2016

Since the founding of ACM SIGMM in 1993, ACM Multimedia has been the worldwide premier conference and a key world event to display scientific achievements and innovative industrial products in the multimedia field. At ACM Multimedia 2016, we will celebrate its twenty-fourth iteration with an extensive program consisting of technical sessions covering all aspects of the multimedia field in forms of oral and poster presentations, tutorials, panels, exhibits, demonstrations and workshops, bringing into focus the principal subjects of investigation, competitions of research teams on challenging problems, and also an interactive art program stimulating artists and computer scientists to meet and discover together the frontiers of artistic communication. Details and updates will be published on the conference website: www.acmmm.org/2016.

Call for Contributions

ACM Multimedia 2016 solicits submissions of contributions for the following programs (partial list, please visit the website for details):

- Regular scientific papers
- Brave new idea papers
- Interactive art exhibition
- Open source software competition
- Multimedia grand challenge competition
- Tutorials
- Panels
- Doctoral symposium
- Technical demonstrations
- Workshops

Important Dates

The dates for submissions to the abovementioned contribution categories and other key dates will be provided on the conference website. Please check the website frequently for the latest news and updates.

Conference Location – Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The conference will be held at the Tuschinski Theater in Amsterdam, a beautiful 1921 historic building in Jugendstil style. Amsterdam is a renowned tourist destination with its famous canals, museums and relaxed atmosphere. It has optimal accessibility by plane from almost everywhere in the world. It also has a very extensive public transport system, although the city center is small enough to make walking a rewarding experience.

Accommodation caters for any style or budget from 5 star hotels to youth hostels all in close vicinity of the conference venue. Amsterdam is in the top-5 of creative hotspots in the world and is hosting the head offices for leading international companies such as Philips, TomTom and Booking.com.